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I n t r o d u c t I o n

The Edible South
by Marcie Cohen Ferris
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Southern food is many things to many people—a vast world of meaning and symbolism and plain old eating to 

generations of southerners and visitors to the region. Greensboro, Alabama, c. 1935, photographed by Walker 

Evans, courtesy of the FSA Collection at the Library of Congress.
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M
y mother-in-law, Shelby Flowers Ferris, has kept a daily journal 
for over forty years. These are not personal diaries in which she 
shares her “feelings”—which I imagine seem self-indulgent 
to such a practical woman—but rather carefully recorded 
details about daily meals, celebrations, family comings and 

goings, and social obligations surrounding life on a farm near Vicksburg, Missis-
sippi. Food provides much of the descriptive detail in these yearly-annotated cal-
endars. An April 22, 1972, entry, for instance, notes the following menu at noon: 
“baked ham, beaten biscuits, stuffed eggs, potato salad.” The same meal could 
have been served in Vicksburg in 1872, was eaten in the spring of 2002, and will 
likely be enjoyed as long as the Ferris Family gathers together at the farm.
 Shelby Ferris is quick to dismiss her journals as commonplace—the sort of 
record any organized woman would keep—but the contents suggest otherwise. 
Like generations of women before her who oversaw households, her journals docu-
ment an intimate history of southern family and community history interwoven 
with world events, suggesting the powerful connections between the local and 
global South. Entries for the week of September 10, 2001, are obscured by a news 
story she cut from the front page of the September 12 Wall Street Journal and taped 
into her leather-bound journal. The upper-case headline reads, “terrorIsts de-
stroy World trade center, hIt PentaGon In raId WIth hIJacKed Jet.” 
On Friday of the same week, at 2:00 p.m., Shelby wrote: “Martha drives me in 
station wagon down to watch Grey and men cut and bale hay in big field below 
tractor shed—a beautiful sight.” At 6:00 p.m. that evening, she noted: “Martha 
cooks a delicious salmon supper for Kos and me.” With her daughter Martha by 
her side, Ferris watched as her son Grey and a dedicated crew of farm employees 
brought in a late summer crop of hay. Later that evening, a simple meal shared 
between mother, daughter, and son-in-law provided some sense of comfort for 
one family during a time of national crisis.
 Southern food is many things to many people—a vast world of meaning and 
symbolism and plain old eating to generations of southerners and visitors to the 
region. We know southern food is important—who could live without a hot piece 
of cornbread?—but why consider foodways in the great canon of analysis of the 
American South? The answer is simple: food is entangled in forces that have 
shaped southern history and culture for more than four centuries. The cultural 
processes associated with food—production, regulation, representation, identity, 
and consumption—have taken on aliases such as agriculture, animal science, civil 
rights, consumption, decorative arts, domesticity, drink, economy, exchange, gar-
den, horticulture, hunger, malnutrition, marketplace, nutrition, obesity, pottery, 
poverty, property, reform, segregation, slavery, starvation, sustenance, terroir, 
trade, and wealth. When we study food in the South, we unveil a web of social 
relations defined by race, class, ethnicity, gender, and shifting economic forces.
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 Even as southern populations (and landscapes) have evolved, food and place 
remain indelibly linked in the southern imagination, and food continues to have 
a tenacious hold on regional identity. While writer Michael Pollan describes a 
“national eating disorder” in which “whatever native wisdom we may have once 
possessed about eating has been replaced by confusion and anxiety,” southern-
ers, at least, still eat their region’s iconic foods. Like their grandparents and 
great-grandparents before them, they consume large quantities of fried chicken, 
cornbread, grits, and sweet tea.1 Beth Latshaw explores this “stickiness” in food 
patterns—the degree to which people eat the same thing over and over—in her 
South Polls essay, “Food for Thought: Race, Region, Identity, and Foodways in 
the American South.”
 Exotic foods are increasingly available in the average southern grocery store 
and farmers’ market today, including arugula—the upscale green discussed by 
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President Obama during his campaign. But even with these new foods entering 
the southern lexicon, pimento cheese, deviled eggs, pork barbecue, macaroni and 
cheese, tea cakes, and lemon bars are still favorites at contemporary southern black 
and white family reunions. Hispanic families, too, enjoy traditional Hispanic and 
southern foods. With one of the fastest growing Latino populations in the nation, 
taco trucks and taquerias are now familiar sights in the South. In Chapel Hill 
today, college students have discovered the value and taste of late-night catfish 
burritos and shredded pork tacos. In our Not Forgotten feature, New Orleanian 
Elizabeth Williams explores this interplay between ethnic and regional food tra-
ditions in “Red Gravy,” comparing her Sicilian grandmother’s tomato sauce to its 
Creole counterpart.2

 The centrality of food in the South is undeniable. Food is embedded in the 
southern worlds of visual and decorative art, film, folk art, literature, music, pho-
tography, poetry, and popular culture. It matters deeply to southerners. Even 
newly arrived southerners figure this out pretty quickly, and if they miss these 
cultural cues, talk of food is everywhere—front-page news stories daily report 
the obesity epidemic among southerners, the rise of Type 2 Diabetes in our chil-
dren, issues of access and distribution of quality food, and the growing interest in 
local and sustainable food economies. In North Carolina, seldom a week goes by 
without a columnist in the local newspapers debating the superiority of the state’s 
distinctive styles of barbecue in the eastern and western halves of the state.

nat I v e  a n d  c o lo n I a l  h I s t o ry

To understand a culture, past or present, we should endeavor to understand how a society 
feeds itself. It is the ubiquity and everydayness of eating that makes understanding it 
historically so important.
—Gerard Fitzgerald and Gabriella Petrick 3

 The story of food in the early South began over 13,000 years ago, with the arrival 
of the First People (rather than the first Europeans) to the American continent. 
The earliest southerners were nomadic tribes, small groups of people who foraged 
for food, gathered native plants, hunted wild game, and fished. They left bits of 
their cooking tools behind—spear points and scrapers, but no pottery, which 
was too heavy to tote from place to place. This artifactual evidence reveals a very 
different South. Imagine Ice Age bison, ground sloths, and mastodons. And no, 
Native people were not barbecuing these megafauna, although they were occa-
sionally hunted for food. (There’s a good joke about this, I imagine, that goes 
something like this: “Why didn’t early southerners barbecue mastodons? Because 
they didn’t fit in the smokers and no one could agree on the sauce.”) Cornbread 
and fried chicken came many millennia later.�
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 Archaeologist Vin Steponaitis argues that by the time Europeans arrived south-
eastern Indians of the Mississippian Period, 1000–1�00 ce, “had a way of life that 
was recognizably different from that of the Northern and Western tribes.” These 
tribes were the South’s first intensive farmers. According to Steponaitis, just the 
“sheer quantity” of available food in the Lower Mississippi valley, in particular, 
“was unsurpassed anywhere on the continent . . . , providing the ideal setting for 
political centralization.” These same factors determined the patterns of southern 
agriculture and foodways across the South for the generations of Native, African, 
and European Americans who followed.�

 From the first exploratory expeditions to the Carolina coast by Europeans in 
the late sixteenth century to the temporary settlements of the seventeenth-century 
Chesapeake and the sturdier farm houses and plantations of eighteenth-century 
Virginia, Europeans wrote about the food they observed and consumed in the 
American South. Food writer Molly O’Neill refers to these descriptions of food 
that have “appeared in every phase of American history” as the “foreshadowings 
of the more specialized food writing of our day.”6 Drew Swanson explores nearly 
two centuries of estate records here in “Wormsloe’s Belly: The History of a South-
ern Plantation through Food” on the foodways of Georgia’s historic Wormsloe 
Plantation.
 How could one best describe the exotic southern colonies to families living 

The centrality of food in the South is undeniable. Former president Jimmy Carter eats with brother Billy during a 

campaign stop at Billy’s gas station in their hometown of Plains, Georgia, 1976, courtesy of the Collections of the 

Library of Congress.
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an ocean away, to overseas investors and stockholders backing exploratory voy-
ages, and to individuals considering making the dangerous journey themselves? 
Thick descriptions of climate, topography, rivers, fauna, and foliage interested 
readers, but accounts of food were particularly compelling. In reports, illustra-
tions, diaries, drawings, watercolors, recipes, bills of lading, and household in-
ventories, writers described what we would refer to today as terroir, the sense of 
place embodied in everyday life. As Bernie Herman explains in his essay here 
on the Eastern Shore of Virginia, “Drum Head Stew: The Power and Poetry of 
Terroir,” “more than the taste of place . . . [terroir] defines the particular attributes 
of place embodied in cuisine and narrated through words, actions, and objects. It 
captures a consciousness of association and belonging.”
 In A Voyage Long and Strange: Rediscovering the New World, Tony Horwitz notes 
that Native people and European explorers initiated their process of mutual dis-
covery as they ate together and shared unfamiliar foods. Communication with and 
ultimately conquest of the region by Europeans began with food. English settlers 
established the first permanent community in Jamestown on May 1�, 1607, at 
the southern end of Chesapeake Bay, and colonists hoped that forced trade with 
the Indians for food and the marketing of natural resources would bring a good 
profit. The central problem for colonists was not the imagined cache of gold and 
other riches, but getting enough food, especially after the Indians withdrew and 
left the English to manage on their own. Now remembered for its “starving time,” 
the colony experienced several years of drought, exacerbated by strained relations 
with the Indians, intense summer heat, and late supply ships. One Jamestown 
colonist described the “world of miseries” that ensued in the summer of 1609: 
“Now all of us at James Towne begin to feel the sharp prick of hunger which no 
man [can] truly describe but he which hathe Tasted the bitterness thereof.” Colo-
nists turned to their own dogs, cats, and horses for food, and some did “those 
things which seem incredible,” including digging up corpses out of graves to eat 
them. One man, so desperate and mad, murdered his pregnant wife and “salted 
her for his food.” By September 1609, more than half the colonists had died of 
typhoid, dysentery, and, possibly, salt poisoning from tainted drinking water.7

 With Jamestown’s mythic place in the American narrative—there are those who 
lionize it as the first English settlement and those who note its racism and exploi-
tation of Native people and the land—food is crucial to its history, no matter the 
contested viewpoints about this time. As they diversified food crops and created 
small farms and craft operations, residents of the Chesapeake began to build per-
manent homes and assumed a generation would follow them. One would hope 
that the coming together of Native and European Americans in the South as they 
shared food would have produced a deep respect for and visible presence of Native 
foodways in the region today. But as folklorist Rayna Green observes, while histo-
rians attribute the distinctiveness of southern cuisine to the merging of European 
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American, African American, and Native American foodways, somewhere in the 
troubled memory of southern history we have forgotten the Native contribution. 
We still feel the trauma of forced removal of southern Indians to Oklahoma in 
1838 at the southern table today, where Native varieties of plants are conspicuously 
absent. Both the growing international commitment to plant bio-diversity and 
the resurgent interest in native southern plants—chestnuts, hickory, and ramps, 
for example—by the Eastern Band of Cherokees, the National Park Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture extension agents, and farmers’ markets across the re-
gion may help bring Native foodways back to the southern table.8

P r I m a ry  s ou rc e s

 Mary Randolph’s The Virginia House-wife (182�) is the first regional cookbook in 
America and includes recipes for Apoquiniminc Cakes (a type of English beaten 
biscuit, with its curious and much-debated Indian moniker), “barbecued shote,” 
field peas, “curry of catfish,” and “ochra soup.” Nineteenth-century prescriptive 
works like Randolph’s deeply southern cookbook were a mix of recipes and house-
hold tips. Written by both white and black southerners, these “how to” manuals 
were an attempt to order an increasingly disordered southern society shaken by 
agricultural transformation, industrialization, and racial strife. During the Civil 
War, the sales of southern cookbooks also helped raise funds for sanitary fairs 
organized by white southern women. Malinda Russell’s A Domestic Cook Book 
(1866) speaks of the changing position of African American women after the war 
and during Reconstruction. Janice Longone, curator of American culinary history 
at the William L. Clements Library at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, 
recently discovered Russell’s work, the earliest cookbook by an African American 
woman from the South. These publications, and others that followed, record the 
region’s culinary history and provide valuable primary resources and records of 
family memories. In this issue’s Beyond Grits and Gravy, Mary Ann Sternberg’s 
“Thanksgiving Ghosts” examines the persistence and power of family cookbooks 
in a southern Jewish family, introducing us to the authors of two of the best-loved 
cookbooks in the South: her aunt, Adele Kahn Weil, and Kahn’s daughter, Marion 
Weil Flexner.9

 While southern manuscript collections of letters, diaries, and journals are filled 
with food descriptions of the early South, finding them remains a challenge. Until 
recently, food was not included in finding aids and catalogue descriptions, except 
under categories such as “cookery” or “remedies and recipes.” (Southern histo-
rian Anne Firor Scott recalls similar problems locating women in manuscript col-
lections in the 1960s. A former director of unc’s Southern Historical Collection 
often asked her, “Well, Mrs. Scott, have you found any women today?”) Now, 
though, on-line catalogues and archivists recognize the importance of food as 
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a tool of analysis in southern social and cultural history. Nancy Carter Crump’s 
Hearthside Cooking: Early American Southern Cuisine explores foodways materials in 
unc’s Southern Historical Collection related to the white southern elite from the 
colonial South to the end of the nineteenth century. Frederick Douglass Opie’s 
Hog and Hominy: Soul Food from Africa to America approaches southern food history 
through Africa and the Atlantic slave trade, which brought thousands of West 
Africans with their foodways to the American South. In this issue’s “Supper in the 
Stacks,” John T. Edge delves into the University of Alabama’s Lupton collection, 
a repository of over �00 African American cookbooks, a treasure of social history 
and southern food.10

 Descriptions of food in nineteenth-century letters and diaries reveal the texture 
of daily life and also underscore how food reflects power structures and social 
change. In the early 18�0s, Ruth Hastings, a young, white schoolteacher from 
New England, wrote home to her family and described the South Carolina cotton 
plantation where she taught. Food was often at the center of her letters: “You will 

Despite Scarlett O’Hara’s declaration, “I’ll never be hungry again,” the majority of poor and working-class 

white and African American southerners remained hungry well into the twentieth century. Farm Security 

Administration images revealed a South in crisis. People were making do, but just barely. Barely enough food, 

barely enough room to eat, barely enough dishes to eat from, and barely a stove for preparing food. Tenant home in 

Mileston Plantation, Mississippi, 1939, photographed by Marion Post (Wolcott), courtesy of the FSA Collection at 

the Library of Congress.
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think I am learning cookery. I wish I could learn some of the dishes peculiar to 
the south. Rice for instance. They never have [it] watery and sticking together as 
we do, but the kernels separate and dry.” She literally sent the taste of South Caro-
lina to her family in New Hampshire in July 18�2: “I sent you some dried peaches 
. . . Don’t be alarmed because it is a wedding cake box, it was so convenient.” 
Hastings described plantation breakfasts of hot breads and cakes, which she be-
lieved were the cause of her morning headaches. (One imagines that back home 
in New Hampshire, the Hastings Family ate soul-building bowls of porridge for 
breakfast.) Mealtime practices reinforced her sense of alienation from the “for-
eign” world of the elite white southerners she was suddenly “one of ”: “You can’t 
imagine how strange it looks to me to see the children and Serena give the negroes 
about the house a biscuit or a wafer, or piece of gingerbread half eaten or a piece 
of melon from which all that I call good had been eaten. They give the children 
Amy, Ellen, and even to Nelly, bones half picked and bits of meat or anything they 
happen to eat at lunch. I haven’t learned yet how to give my leavings with a good 
grace. I am trying to learn.”11 The passing of scraps to kitchen “help,” oft-repeated 
in white, affluent homes across the South at the time, reflected a racism so deeply 
ingrained that it shaped every action, including what people were allowed to eat, 
which is why Hastings took the time to describe it in her letter. Hastings’s view of 
southern slavery was largely at the table and in the home.

a  m a l n ou r I s h e d  s out h

 The plantation elite’s commitment to cotton and tobacco—rather than food 
production—ignored the hunger and malnutrition that generations of poor white 
and black southerners endured. As people went hungry in this world of lush abun-
dance, starvation symbolized the South’s worst pathologies of slavery and insti-
tutionalized racism. The lack of food supplies touched everyone in the South, 
including Yankee soldiers. On October 31, 186�, Union sergeant John Bodamer 
described conditions he experienced as a prisoner of war in Danville, Virginia: 
“Today we received corn bread mix[ed] with a little wheat flour and that was sour. 
Not fit for a hog to eat.”12

 Despite Scarlett O’Hara’s declaration, “I’ll never be hungry again,” the majority 
of poor and working-class white and African American southerners remained 
hungry and ravaged by diseases associated with contaminated food and water well 
into the twentieth century. Dorothy Hancock Stiles, a Massachusetts teacher at 
the Hindman Settlement School in Kentucky, described her diminishing weight 
when she contracted typhoid during her stay in 191�: “Nearly two weeks since I last 
wrote in which time I have been engaged in participating in the Hindman local 
sport of having typhoid . . . This morning when Miss E was out I got up and by 
the aid of a convenient chair managed to get a glimpse of myself in the mirror. 



Until the 1930s, lodging and concessions in Virginia’s Shenandoah National Park were “Whites Only.” Pressure 

from Secretary of Interior Harold Ickes forced the National Park Service to develop facilities for African 

Americans, such as the Lewis Mountain Picnic Grounds for Negroes (above), which opened in 1939, four years 

after this storefront photograph (below) in the Park’s town of Nethers. Courtesy of the Collections of the Library 

of Congress.
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Vanitas, vanitas. I don’t look much thinner in the face, though my hands and arms 
are sights. On the whole I have macaroni legs and spaghetti arms.” Stiles came 
to the Mountain South as an educated “New Woman” during the height of the 
Progressive Era. She was inspired by the work of Katherine Pettit and May Stone, 
founders of the Hindman Settlement School, who were committed to bringing 
health care and education to rural Appalachia. Attempts to “reform” what locals 
ate were often the priority in the settlement schools; Pettit and Stone encour-
aged local women to abandon cornbread for more “hygienic” beaten biscuits. 
Although these efforts failed miserably, they mirrored attempts to “American-
ize” immigrant foodways in settlement schools of the Northeast and Midwest. 
In “Canning Tomatoes, Growing ‘Better and More Perfect Women,’” Elizabeth 
Engelhardt explores another Progressive Era food program—the girls’ tomato 
canning clubs that female agents of the home demonstration programs organized 
throughout the region. Tomato clubs were less focused on reforming girls’ diets 
than they were on giving rural girls skills and opportunities, with hopes of foster-
ing economic independence.13

 During the 1930s, the photographers of the Farm Security Administration (Fsa) 
captured the stranglehold of poverty on working class southerners. Roy Stryker, 
manager of the Fsa’s photo-documentary project, created “shooting scripts” that 
specified images his team should capture with their cameras, many of which in-
cluded food. Stryker sent photographers Arthur Rothstein, Marion Post (Wolcott), 
Walker Evans, Jack Delano, and Dorothea Lange into the South with the intent of 
documenting America’s “indomitable” spirit. (Decades earlier, Lewis Hine photo-
graphed the region’s pale, skinny children—many suffering from hook worm—
clothing and hair covered in cotton dust in North Carolina textile mills, where the 
National Child Labor Committee had sent him to gather evidence for their case 
against child labor.) The Fsa images successfully recorded the resilience of “down 
and out” southerners during hard times, but something more powerful was clearly 
evident in the photographs. The South was in crisis. People were making do, but 
just barely. Barely enough food, barely enough room to eat, barely enough dishes 
to eat from, and barely a stove for preparing food. Rather than becoming patriotic 
propaganda as intended, the Fsa photographs forced America and the world to 
view the appalling living conditions of hard-working southerners, a situation that 
the televised images of Katrina victims stranded without food and water on New 
Orleans’s rooftops and overpasses eerily recalled over seventy years later.1�

F o o d  a n d  s o c I a l  J u s t I c e

 At its core, the intersection of food and history in the American South is about 
power. Those who control food—its quantity, its taste, its access—control every-
thing. The 19�0 edition of The Negro Motorist Green-Book, prepared in conjunction 
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with the United States Travel Bureau—a federal agency—cost twenty-five cents and 
listed tourist businesses that served African Americans, including restaurants, 
hotels, taverns, tourist homes, service stations, garages, barber shops, and beauty 
parlors. Until the 1930s, lodging and concessions in Virginia’s Shenandoah Na-
tional Park, for example, were “Whites Only.” Pressure from Secretary of In-
terior Harold Ickes forced the National Park Service to develop facilities for Afri-
can Americans, such as the Lewis Mountain Picnic Grounds for Negroes, which 
opened in 1939. The late distinguished historian John Hope Franklin remem-
bered a car trip with his wife Aurelia on December 7, 19�1, when they drove from 
Charleston, South Carolina, to Raleigh, North Carolina. They did not learn about 
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor until they arrived at home after many hours on 
the road. Black-owned service stations were difficult to find between Charleston 
and Raleigh, so the Franklins packed a lunch and “made do,” as did other black 
families who traveled in the segregated South. “You took your life into your hands 
every time you went out on the road,” he said.1�

 As the Franklins took precautions when they traveled, so too did young Civil 
Rights activists have to navigate dangerous paths, with food a common point of 
negotiation and comfort. Detained in Mississippi by the law, Bernard Lafayette 

Food provides some of the strongest imagery in our personal and collective memory banks. Making biscuits on 

cornshucking day, 1939, near Tallyho, North Carolina, photographed by Marion Post (Wolcott), courtesy of the 

FSA Collection at the Library of Congress.
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(a founder of sncc) knew there was a time and place to promote political views. 
Parchman Penitentiary was not the place, particularly if you wanted to eat. “We 
made friends with the folk who brought us the food . . . we called them ‘profes-
sor’ because we were students. We honored them, and they gave us all the food 
we wanted.” During the darkest days of the Civil Rights Movement, Mrs. Georgia 
Gilmore provided necessary succor to young activists, preparing huge quantities 
of food in her Montgomery home to feed marchers and protestors, as well as 
raising money for the Movement by selling her baked goods.16

 Lunch counters and cafés, the seemingly benign settings of everyday life in 
the South, became battlegrounds of the Movement. “Food means power, power 
means food,” wrote historian Warren Belasco. “And power means conflict, even 
violence.” The February 1, 1960, sit-in of four black college students from North 
Carolina A&T who protested the segregated Woolworth’s lunch counter in Greens-
boro, North Carolina, had repercussions across the nation. Black Alabamian Rosa 
Washington was sweeping the “white waiting room” of the segregated Birming-
ham Greyhound Bus Station on Mother’s Day, May 10, 1961, when a bus of Free-
dom Riders arrived and entered the building. In the panic that ensued, she re-
membered the first thing the white restaurant manager did was “yank the wiring” 
of the water fountains out of the wall. “That brought a lump to my throat . . . that 
meant no cool water for white or black.” Next, he rushed down to the restaurant, 
demanding the workers remove food from the steam tables and leave menus out 
for the whites. “That brought tears, because black and white hands prepared the 
food, black and white hands were removing the food, but black and white could 
not sit in the same room and eat the food.” Indeed, a particular cruelty in this and 
similar scenes at segregated restaurants across the South was that the traditional 
southern food at the center of these violent confrontations was grounded in the 
shared culinary heritage of black and white southerners. This shared heritage did 
not extend to shared meals in the segregated South, where the seemingly simple, 
though intimate, act of eating was highly controlled.17

 Food also played a role in the long legacy of labor activism by southern mill 
workers in the form of Spindles and Spatulas Cookery, a fundraising cookbook pub-
lished by the South Carolina Brown Lung Association. In 197�, a handful of brown 
lung victims joined together and formed the first chapters of the Brown Lung 
Association. Through covered dish suppers and neighborhood meetings, they 
created an 8,000-member organization in the Carolinas, Georgia, Virginia, and 
Alabama, and raised “much of the money for [their] struggle through bake sales 
and bar-b-ques, fish fries and catfish stews.”18 Throughout the South, whether 
on the road, in national parks, at lunch counters, or in community fundraising 
dinners, white and black southerners waged a war against racial injustice, labor 
exploitation, and other causes that often found expression at the table.
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F o o d  I n  a rt s  a n d  c u lt u r e

 Food has always been central to the southern “sense of place,” and from the 
earliest period to present day the South’s decorative, folk, and visual arts have re-
flected its importance to the region. Walk through the period rooms of mesda—
the Museum of Early Southern Decorative Arts in Winston-Salem, North Caro-
lina—and the historical artifacts of southern foodways surround you. Carved tea 
tables, dining tables, sideboards, chairs, pottery storage jars and jugs from the 
Carolinas, Moravian-style serving plates from Salem, Lowcountry sweetgrass 
baskets for winnowing rice, silver for the table and tea service, imported china, 
and dishware evidence complicated systems of regional foodways production and 
consumption, shaped by race, class, ethnicity, and gender.19

 In the post-bellum American scene paintings of the mythic, agrarian South, and 
later in the early-twentieth-century work of the Charleston Renaissance painters, 
food symbolizes a romantic South of Alice Ravenel Huger’s softly hued rice fields 
and Robert Grafton’s paintings of New Orleans’s historic French Market. Work-
ing in the second half of the twentieth century, artists such as Walter Anderson 
(Mississippi Gulf Coast), Carroll Cloar (Arkansas Delta), William Dunlap (Central 
Mississippi/Virginia), and Glennray Tutor (Oxford, Mississippi) have an eye for 
the everyday that they often demonstrate through food imagery, such as Tutor’s 
photorealistic painting of jars of pickles or Dunlap’s epic Landscape and Variable: 
The Bounty and Burden of History (1988).20 Photographic documentation of southern 
food is rich, from the Fsa images of the 1930s to the birth of modern color pho-
tography, represented by William Eggleston’s saturated still lifes of southern food 
and William Christenberry’s powerful shots of aging advertising signs, cafés, and 
grocery stores in Hale County, Alabama.
 Sense of place, family, and memory also shapes southern folk, “outsider,” self-
taught, or “visionary” artists, careful observers of the worlds around them. Since 
food provides some of the strongest imagery in our personal and collective mem-
ory banks, it becomes an iconic symbol in their works, such as in the paintings of 
Clementine Hunter (Louisiana) and Minnie Smith Reinhardt (North Carolina), or 
in Emma Russell’s quilt, Memories of My Life on the Farm (Mississippi).21

 In Mason-Dixon Lines, Michael McFee’s poetic ode to southern food, “Gravy,” 
gives us a new taste of the rich literary expressions that embrace southern food 
from Ralph Ellison’s yams to Eudora Welty’s cakes. Southern Living, the largest 
magazine in the country with a regional focus, also has played a tremendous role 
in the popularization of southern foodways with reviews, recipes, and reminis-
cences of southern food. Writer Roy Blount Jr. catches the rhythm of how a south-
ern meal used to sound, before people worried about heart disease and diabetes: 
“The way folks were meant to eat is the way my family ate when I was growing 
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up in Georgia. We ate till we got tired. Then we went Whoo! and leaned back and 
wholeheartedly expressed how much we regretted that we couldn’t summon up 
the strength, right then, to eat more.”22 In “‘Peace and a Smile to the Lips’: Favor-
ite Southern Food Dishes,” we hear from a few friends about their iconic regional 
foods.
 There also is a soundtrack to southern food and its expression of southern his-
tory. Bob Wills and His Texas Playboys recorded an ode to the mythic “Lost South” 
in their classic 19�2 version of “That’s What I Like About the South”: “Won’t you 
come with me to Alabamy, Let’s go see my dear old Mammy, She’s fryin’ eggs and 
boiling hammy . . . Now there you can make no mistakey, Where those nerves are 
never shaky, Ought to taste her layer cakey . . . Hot corn bread, black-eyed peas, 
You can eat as much as you please, ‘cause it’s never out of season.”23 In toe-tapping 
fiddle tunes, sexually explicit blues lyrics, hip-hop poetry, biscuit-filled country 
music nostalgia, barbecue-basted beach music, and southern-themed films and 
television, food is regional identity.
 And that’s not nearly the extent of food in southern popular culture. There are 
too many to name here, but in practically any classic southern film—Cold Mountain, 
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Driving Miss Daisy, Forrest Gump, Fried Green Tomatoes, Gone with the Wind, Jezebel, Mis-
sissippi Masala, O Brother, Where Art Thou?, Norma Rae, Steel Magnolias, The Big Easy, 
The Color Purple, To Kill a Mockingbird—food scenes help audiences experience the 
South on screen. Some of the most popular “celebrity” chefs of television’s Food 
Network are southerners who feature regional foodways and a southern “patois.”2� 
Explore our own southern foodways dvd that accompanies this issue, “Put It on 
the Skillet,” featuring a sampling of films produced by the talented folks of the 
Southern Foodways Alliance.

aG r I bu s I ne s s  a n d  t h e  e n v I ro n m e n t

 The tenacity of its foodways is a legacy of the South’s agricultural economy. The 
last American region to replace its mules with tractors, the South was an economy 
so committed to cotton that industrialization and urbanization were slow to arrive 
in the region. Consequently, in the agrarian South, residents maintained strong 
connections to the land and to traditional foodways, including the much-loved 
pig. White and African American farmers in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries understood the amount of manure a few pigs could create and used that 
waste as fertilizer. Today, that tide has turned, as agribusiness giants such as Tyson 
Food, Inc. in Arkansas and Smithfield Foods in North Carolina now dominate 
food production, processing thousands of chickens and pigs, respectively, each 
day. While these advances in production may have contributed to a decrease in 
hunger, the environmental impact has been significant. Where once there was 
such hunger in a rich landscape, now we may have so damaged the landscape 
that one day it may not be able to feed us. Smithfield’s seventeen million hogs 
have produced a nightmarish amount of manure in its Warsaw, North Carolina, 
plant alone. Pig waste fills lake-size lagoons and “spraying fields” that threaten 
to pollute the area’s ground water and air. While the folks at Homeland Security, 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the National Pork Producers 
Council assure us there is no connection between the H1N1 flu virus and eating 
pork or pork products, they fail to discuss the impact of breathing pig waste sprayed 
into the environment.2� Something tells me this can’t be good for us or for pigs.
 Southerners, who for generations were only a farmer or butcher away from 
an actual pig and knew what it ate and how it lived, became distanced from the 
ghoulish life cycles of factory pigs by the mid-twentieth century. These were folks 
who could have answered Michael Pollan’s thought-provoking question, “What’s 
for dinner?” and felt no trepidation. But in Cold War America, an era of tech-
nology and progress, southerners came to trust the “science” behind modern agri-
business, believing that scientists, not farmers, were essential to creating a safe 
food supply—at least until the spring of 2008 when the Peanut Corporation of 
America in Blakely, Georgia, poisoned many Americans, including school chil-
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dren as they ate their peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Even our beloved Nabs 
(peanut butter sandwich crackers) were suspect. Who cared anymore if a scientist 
or even a bewildered Fda inspector was inspecting Blakely for deadly salmonella 
bacteria? (My Jewish mother could give better directions for cleaning up that plant 
in five minutes.)
 Southerners, now largely urban like their fellow Americans who buy their gro-
ceries at corporate-owned chains and big box wholesalers, prayed that their food 
had some connection to producers with ethics and access to clean soil, water, 
and air. As food scares increase, many consumers are turning to upscale grocery 
chains, local markets, and small-scale growers, marking a shift from reliance on 
“science” to “natural” and “organic,” in efforts to maximize nutrition and safety. 
Savvy marketing executives, in turn, have countered with a “supermarket pas-
toral,” drawing happy pigs, green pastures, and cheery farmers (in rocking chairs, 
on front porches) on product labels. These comforting images are supposed to 
reassure us, even in the South, where people pride themselves on detecting bull. 
Given that, it is perhaps not surprising that southern csas, farmers’ markets, and 
small-scale food production are thriving.26

s out h e r n  F o o dWays  I s  b o r n

 The study of food as an academic discipline is rapidly growing at American uni-
versities as agronomists, anthropologists, economists, folklorists, geographers, 
historians, literary scholars, nutritionists, public health faculty, and sociologists 
explore the field. Yale University offers nineteen food and agriculture courses—
up fifty percent from five years ago. Indiana University recently announced a new 
Ph.D. program in the anthropology of food—the first program of its kind in the 
world. At the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, I teach an American 
Studies seminar entitled “Cooking Up a Storm: Exploring Food in American Cul-
ture.” unc colleagues in anthropology, comparative literature, English, environ-
mental studies, folklore, geography, history, nutrition, sociology, and the honors 
program examine the cultural history and significance of food in their courses. 
Students take courses in food writing and “the politics of food” at Duke Uni-
versity’s Center for Documentary Studies, and North Carolina State University’s 
programs in agriculture and food science have taught generations of students.27

 Given the rapid growth of these academic programs on foodways around the 
nation, there is a pressing need for foodways scholarship—especially core texts—
that examine regional foodways in the South. In 1992 Peggy Whitman Prenshaw 
edited a special issue of The Southern Quarterly, titled “The Texts of Southern Food.” 
She argues that southern foodways are defined by a “complex cultural legacy, a 
legacy that finally may be most directly approached and deciphered . . . through 
an apprehension and analysis of the foodways.” Prenshaw’s introduction includes 
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a thoughtful historiography of southern food, including three classic studies of 
southern foodways—Sam Bowers Hilliard’s Hog Meat and Hoecake: Food Supply in the 
Old South, 1840–1860, Joe Gray Taylor’s Eating, Drinking, and Visiting in the South: An 
Informal History, and John Egerton’s Southern Food: At Home, On the Road, In History. 
In 200� Egerton reflected, “I was looking for fresh insights on race and class in the 
South, and I was hoping I could find them by exploring the dining room, kitchen, 
garden, and field . . . When I did, I learned that the study has the same mission 
of many narrative social histories: a telling of the way we were and how it shapes 
the way we are.” Published in the 1970s and 1980s, these important works mark a 
turning point in the evolution of southern food history.28

 The powerful connection between the study of the American South and food 
was immeasurably strengthened by the creation of the Southern Foodways Alli-
ance (sFa) in July 1999 in Birmingham. John Egerton told the “fifty founders”: 
“The time has come for all of us—traditional and nouvelle cooks and diners, up-
scale and down-home devotees, meat-eaters and vegetarians, drinkers and ab-
stainers, growers and processors, scholars and foodlorists, gourmands and the 
health-conscious, women and men, blacks and whites and other identity groups, 
one and all—to sit down and break bread together around one great Southern 
table.” Holding true to that mission, the sFa sponsors an annual symposium in 
Oxford, Mississippi, and public programs throughout the region, as well as in 
the “southern diasporas” of Chicago and New York. The 700-person sFa operates 
under the aegis of the Center for the Study of Southern Culture at the University 
of Mississippi and is best known for its films, oral histories, annual publications, 
and symposia at the University of Mississippi that present southern foodways as a 
microcosm of race, class, gender, ethnicity, religion, and region.29 sFa oral histo-
rian Amy Evans shares a sampling of her compelling documentary work here in 
her photographic essay, “Chance Meetings and Back Roads: Making Connections 
through Food.”
 Today, a significant body of work on southern foodways examines regional culi-
nary traditions in the South, the history of specific foods, how southerners ate in 
different eras, food memoirs, and cookbooks by home cooks and professional 
chefs. These studies build upon the WPa State Guides and the “America Eats” 
project, both Federal Writers’ Project endeavors of the 1930s and 19�0s, which sent 
writers and folklorists such as Eudora Welty, Zora Neale Hurston, and Stetson 
Kennedy to the South to document America’s “traditional cookery” at political 
barbecues, church suppers, family reunions, and religious revivals. That legacy 
continues today as the Southern Foodways Alliance publishes its Cornbread Nation 
series, an annual anthology of “The Best of Southern Food Writing,” and ency-
clopedias offer histories of southern foodways in entries ranging from catfish to 
Krispy Kreme.30
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t h e  F ut u r e  o F  s out h e r n  F o o d ( Ways )

 Through the increased notoriety of regional chefs and their restaurants, the 
work of the Southern Foodways Alliance, and the newly founded Southern Food 
and Beverage Museum in New Orleans, the food elite has embraced southern 
food. Today, southern chefs, restaurants, and food writers are recognized with 
awards from the James Beard Foundation and by frequent articles in the weekly 
food pages of the New York Times. In January of 2008, Gourmet published an entire 
southern theme issue, which featured a previously unpublished essay by the late 
Edna Lewis, who eloquently explored the question, “What is Southern?” Upscale 
southern “shelter” magazines like Garden and Gun (2007), self-described as “the 
soul of the New South,” present a sophisticated view of southern food that in-
cludes Appalachian caviar from Sunburst Trout Farms in western North Carolina. 
There is also a strong online community devoted to an enlivened, enlightened, 
socially conscious southern foodways (and lifestyle). Its readers and writers are a 
dynamic group of southerners I think of as the “New New South.”31

 “Our food, which has long served as both our sustenance and our emblem,” 
writes New Orleanian Lolis Eric Elie, “is the bedrock on which we are building 
our recovery. It has been the local restaurants, not the national chains or even 
the deep-pocketed fast-food places, that have bounced back first.” Witnessing 
the power of food in New Orleans’s economic and cultural recovery has been 
redemptive, but there is an even larger social movement that is focused on food 
taking place in the Crescent City and throughout the South right now. Led largely 
by activists, chefs, community members, farmers’ market organizers, and small 
farmers, the movement is rooted in the political activism of the 1960s and the back-
to-the-land movement. It also has strong ties to national and international efforts, 
such as Slow Food, a 100,000-plus member organization committed to reconnect-
ing people with the food they eat. The movement challenges southerners to rec-
ognize and embrace safe, delicious, locally raised fruits, vegetables, and animals, 
fresh buttermilk, local wine and beer, artisanal cheeses, wood-fired breads, heir-
loom grains, and traditionally cured bacon and hams, as a healthy alternative to 
diabetes, obesity, corporate food production, and environmental degradation.32

 When I first taught a course on food and American culture at unc three years 
ago, students were excited to study the topic, but less clear about its impact on 
their lives or futures. One of those students, Anoop Desai, wrote his honors thesis 
on the mythic properties of North Carolina barbecue. I bet his interest in food will 
continue, even with his rise to fame on the 2009 season of American Idol. Today, 
the majority of my students care deeply about food and are increasingly concerned 
about industrial agriculture. Many are involved in Flo, a unc student-led campus 
organization dedicated to “Fair, Local, Organic” food for the university commu-
nity. At least a quarter of my students are considering becoming a chef, a small 
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farmer, or pursuing a career in food or public health. Kim Severson observes this 
same pattern on a national level, reporting that the number of college graduates 
committed to social change who are participating in agricultural apprenticeships 
has never been as high as in 2009: “They come armed with little more than soft 
hands and dog-eared copies of Michael Pollan’s The Omnivore’s Dilemma, which 
takes a dim view of industrial agriculture.”33

 The concerns of my students are familiar to me. I remember my desire to find 
a better, saner way of life after the nuclear accident at Three Mile Island in 1979. 
I moved to Maine where I joined the local food co-op, planted my first garden, 
and worked at a “living history” farm museum. My experiment with rural life in 
the Northeast eventually led me back home to the South, where my sister, Jamie 
Cohen, had shaped her career in labor and social justice. As a student at Vander-
bilt University, Jamie worked with Bill Dow, who founded the Student Health 
Coalition and Center for Health Services. Dow (Ayrshire Farms, Pittsboro, NC) 
and Laurie Heise (Wiseacre Farm, Pittsboro, NC) later founded the North Caro-
lina Agricultural Marketing Project, which led to the creation of the Carrboro 
Farmers’ Market in 1977, now recognized as one of the best community markets 
in the country.
 Today, this work seems to have come full circle. unc folklore graduate student 
Whitney Brown (whose essay, “Eat It to Save It: April McGreger in Conversa-
tion with Tradition,” appears here) is writing her M.A. thesis on the history of 
this movement, and the growing interest in “resurgent” southern traditions in 
local foodways. She argues convincingly that the contemporary food movement 
in communities like Carrboro, North Carolina, has the power to reinvigorate 
and rebuild southern food systems. Thank goodness, because there is not time to 
waste. This is an exciting time for both eating southern food and documenting its 
important history and meaning in the region and in the nation. A comprehensive 
history of southern food has yet to be written, but groundbreaking work in film, 
oral history, photography, and regional foodways is opening our eyes to the great 
culinary heritage of the American South.
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